current US nuclear presence in Europe consists of B-61 gravity bombs that could be delivered by US and allied dual-capable aircraft. Why the alliance chose to retain these weapons in 1991, when some 80 per cent of the US nuclear weapons then remaining in Europe were withdrawn, 2 deserves consideration. Whether the allies will retain the current definition of the requirements of extended deterrence and assurance in the new Strategic Concept or devise another approach will be an issue of capital importance in the policy review launched at the Strasbourg/Kehl summit. Contrasting approaches to these questions are visible in the United States and Germany, among other allies. The main issues to be resolved include reconciling extended deterrence with arms control, disarmament and non-proliferation priorities; managing the divisions in public and expert opinion; and avoiding certain potential consequences of a rupture with established arrangements.
Assurance in the 2001 QDR and NATO nuclear policy
The 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review defined the 'assurance' of allies and security partners as one of Washington's four defence policy goals. The other three goals were to shape the security environment through the 'dissuasion' of possible competitors; to 'deter' adversaries; and, if necessary, to 'defeat' adversaries. The 2001 QDR indicated that in order to provide 'assurance' that the United States 'will honor its obligations and will be a reliable security partner', the US military will promote cooperation with allies and security partners and help them 'create favorable balances of military power in critical areas of the world to deter aggression or coercion '. 3 In other words, the ability to assure was defined as a function of the perceived ability to deter. It is generally agreed that the ability to deter derives from one or both of two forms of deterrence: a threat of punishment and/or a threat of denial. Denial means being able to deny the enemy the achievement of his operational objectives-as, for example, effective missile defences might intercept and foil a missile attack.
In practice, making national and alliance policy has long been more complex than such a simple summary of these QDR principles suggests. Nuclear weapons in particular illustrate the complexity of defining the requirements of assurance. Denis Healey, Britain's defence minister in the late 1960s, formulated what he called 'The Healey Theorem' in order to underscore the difficulty of the assurance aspect of extended deterrence-that is, 'it takes only five per cent credibility of American retaliation to deter the Russians, but ninety-five per cent credibility to reassure the Europeans'. deterrence and NATO policy. Two points stand out with reference to offering extended deterrence protection or 'nuclear guarantees' to the NATO allies. First, the topmost priority in NATO nuclear arrangements has historically been war prevention or, that failing, crisis management and a prompt restoration of the security and integrity of the NATO area. The QDR 'dissuasion' and 'defeat' goals have received little attention in the nuclear domain in NATO. Indeed, given the potential destructiveness of a nuclear war with a major-power adversary, the NATO allies appear to have collectively given no consideration to objectives approximating the 'defeat' goal for decades; 5 and the foremost objectives have remained deterrence and war prevention.
It is noteworthy in this regard that the call in MC14/3, NATO's fundamental strategy document from 1967 to 1991, for 'direct defence … to defeat the aggression on the level at which the enemy chooses to fight', stipulated that 'successful direct defence either defeats the aggression or places upon the aggressor the burden of escalation'. On the NATO side escalation could have involved, among other options, 'selective nuclear strikes'. However, the allies agreed, 'The first objective would be to counter the aggression without escalation and preserve or restore the integrity and security of the North Atlantic area '. 6 In other words, during much of the Cold War the alliance limited its objectives in the event of war to self-defence and the restoration of deterrence and the status quo ante, and NATO did not entertain a 'defeat' goal in the classical sense of defeating the adversary's armed forces and compelling a surrender and corresponding political and territorial settlement to the advantage of the victor.
The QDR notion of 'favorable balances of military power in critical areas of the world to deter aggression or coercion' has also been disregarded in the nuclear area in the Euro-Atlantic region. The United States has repeatedly acknowledged this with respect to non-strategic nuclear weapons: as Donald Rumsfeld, then Secretary of Defense, said in 2002, 'The Russians unquestionably have many multiples of what we have, I mean thousands and thousands.' 7 Furthermore, the parity principle has been consistently upheld in nuclear arms control treaties between Moscow and Washington since the 1972 SALT agreements.
The second distinctive point relates to the assurance aspect of US extended deterrence in NATO. Because the non-nuclear-weapon-state NATO allies have depended on the United States for their nuclear protection to a high degree, many of NATO's nuclear arrangements, such as its consultation mechanisms, have been designed to reassure these allies about their ability to monitor and influence US decision-making as well as about the alliance's capacity to deal effectively with external threats. The arrangements have included mechanisms for the participation of non-nuclear-weapon states in the alliance's nuclear posture as well as ongoing analysis and planning forums to assure the allies that they are partners in the formulation of a shared alliance strategy.
At the end of the Cold War, a decade before the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review and the 2001 Nuclear Posture Review popularized the phrase 'capabilities-based', NATO's nuclear policy departed from a threat-based approach. Volker Rühe, then the German defence minister, told the press after the October 1992 meeting of the NATO Nuclear Planning Group (NPG): 'There are no more nuclear weapons aimed at any concrete threat.' 8 The allies collectively announced in the 1999 Strategic Concept: 'NATO's nuclear forces no longer target any country.' Owing in large part to President George H. W. Bush's initiatives in 1991, the US nuclear presence in Europe was drastically reduced, with the removal of all ground-based shorter-range systems. As noted above, the current US nuclear posture in Europe consists solely of dual-capable aircraft and gravity bombs.
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Inferences about current views concerning the requirements of assurance can be made from the declaratory policies of the allies and their operational practices. The 1999 Strategic Concept articulated longstanding views about what is necessary for assurance, including 'widespread participation by European allies involved in collective defence planning in nuclear roles, in peacetime basing of nuclear forces on their territory and in command, control and consultation arrangements '. 11 While all the allies except France participate in NPG and other alliance nuclear consultations, the practical significance of the concept of 'widespread participation … in peacetime basing of nuclear forces' has changed, and is continuing to change, with NATO enlargement. The number of allies accepting such responsibilities is a shrinking proportion of the total.
Because NATO has not identified targets for its nuclear forces since the 1990s, it is a challenge to specify and analyse the 1999 Strategic Concept's requirement for 'adequate nuclear forces in Europe … at the minimum level sufficient to preserve peace and stability'. The minimum level may derive more from judgements about an appropriate level of risk-and responsibility-sharing among allies, and about what is necessary to demonstrate continuing US engagement and commitment, than from a quantitative analysis of potential contingencies. The continuing requirements of assurance in the nuclear domain deserve analysis, and not only This article considers the 'why' issues-the probable purposes and roles of US nuclear forces in Europe with respect to assurance-before turning to the 'how' issues: the various elements that appear to contribute to a credible and effective posture for assurance.
Continuing assurance roles for US nuclear forces in Europe
The assurance roles for US nuclear forces in Europe appear to include the following: to serve as a hedge against Russian recidivism; to deter regional powers armed with weapons of mass destruction (WMD); to provide an alternative to con sidering dependence on French and/or British nuclear forces; to offer an alternative to the pursuit of national nuclear forces; and to supply evidence of the genuineness of US commitments. Each of these roles deserves a brief discussion.
Hedge against Russian recidivism
The alliance's 1999 Strategic Concept dropped the 'strategic balance' language concerning NATO-Russia relations found in the 1991 Strategic Concept. It nonetheless included subtle references to the alliance's continuing responsibility to hedge against the risk of backsliding in Moscow, given Russia's long-term power potential, particularly its nuclear forces:
Notwithstanding positive developments in the strategic environment and the fact that large-scale conventional aggression against the alliance is highly unlikely, the possibility of such a threat emerging over the longer term exists … The existence of powerful nuclear forces outside the alliance also constitutes a significant factor which the alliance has to take into account if security and stability in the Euro-Atlantic area are to be maintained.
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In July 2002 Colin Powell, then the US Secretary of State, offered a rare public acknowledgement that one of the factors defining the US nuclear posture must be the continuing need for a hedge against potential adverse developments in Russia. In Powell's words, 'there are nuclear-armed nations out there, particularly Russia, [and] even though it is a new relationship, a new partnership-they will have nuclear weapons for many, many years to come, and one cannot predict the future with certainty. So therefore it is wise for us, in view of that … to give us a hedge.' 13 It is noteworthy that US President Barack Obama included a reaffirmation of US extended deterrence commitments in his speech on nuclear disarmament in Prague in April 2009: 'As long as these [nuclear] The role of the alliance's nuclear posture as a 'hedge against Russian backsliding' is generally not explicitly articulated in public statements by NATO or its member nations in part because of the interest in promoting cooperation with Russia in various areas, including the campaigns against terrorism and WMD prolifer ation. However, this rationale remains pertinent and meaningful to allies, despite differences in threat assessments. Allies in Eastern and Central Europe are especially concerned about trends in Russia towards more authoritarian and assertive rule. Russian officials have declared that certain new allies have made themselves potential targets for nuclear attack by supporting US missile defence plans. 15 The NATO allies have agreed that Moscow's use of force against Georgia in August 2008 was 'dispro portionate and inconsistent with its peacekeeping role, as well as incompatible with the principles of peaceful conflict resolution set out in the Helsinki Final Act, the NATO-Russia Founding Act and the Rome Declaration'.
16 Officials of various allied nations have expressed concerns, though they have been cautious in their public remarks. For example, in December 2008 the President of Estonia affirmed the need for NATO's deterrent posture in the light of the August 2008 Georgia-Russia conflict without explicitly mentioning that conflict:
The fact that NATO is serious about its security has proved to be a powerful deterrent. Indeed, only an actor as irrational as Al Qaeda has dared to gamble with an attack against the world's strongest conventional, nuclear, economic, and political organization … As this summer showed us, the reasons for NATO have not disappeared, but have in fact returned, if not with a vengeance, then certainly with a strong taste of revanche.
17

Deterrence of WMD proliferants
According to the April 1999 Strategic Concept, The Alliance's forces … contribute to the preservation of peace, to the safeguarding of common security interests of Alliance members, and to the maintenance of the security and stability of the Euro-Atlantic area. By deterring the use of NBC [nuclear, chemical, and biological] Various potential WMD proliferation developments could strengthen the case for upholding US extended deterrence commitments in NATO and beyond. The acquisition of nuclear weapons by Iran might influence decisions in nearby countries, such as Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Turkey, regarding potential national nuclear weapons development or acquisition programmes. Maintaining the credibility of US extended deterrence protection might be critical to assuring the beneficiaries of US security guarantees that they may safely forego pursuing their own national nuclear capabilities. A related policy challenge of pivotal importance is determining how the United States and its NATO allies might deter Iranian efforts to employ nuclear weapons.
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Alternative to considering dependence on French and/or British nuclear forces
The hypothetical alternative of relying on French nuclear forces instead of US protection has been evoked repeatedly since France became a nuclear power in the 1960s; but the option has never been taken up by the non-nuclear-weaponstate allies. For example, in 1985 (Ireland and Sweden) are among the countries that have long called in international forums for 'the reduction of reliance on nuclear weapons in security doctrines'. In their view, 'the possession of nuclear weapons' should give way to 'nuclear disarmament and … a nuclearweapon-free world.'
25 As a result, the willingness of Ireland and Sweden to be associated with an EU arrangement implying support for policies of nuclear deterrence is unclear. Third, some allies regard French (and British) nuclear capabilities as inadequate to provide a deterrent force to protect the EU and (aside from French and British national purposes) useful mainly as a supplement to the US extended deterrence arrangements with NATO members. 26 Fourth, making France the guarantor of the European Union's security would elevate France's political status to a level unacceptable to Germany, Italy, and other EU countries. Fifth, despite their repeated proposals, the French have in practice shown little willingness to accept nuclear consultation obligations and mechanisms. For example, concrete implementation arrangements for President François Mitterrand's 1986 promise to consult with the West German Chancellor before using nuclear weapons on German soil evidently never went very far.
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Rather than welcoming an opportunity to grapple with the demanding political and strategic issues that would be raised in an attempt to pursue the hypothetical alternative of depending on French or Franco-British nuclear protection, the non-nuclear-weapon-state allies have preferred to rely on US extended deterrence arrangements in NATO, supplemented by the British nuclear commitment to NATO. 24 Ble, 'Merkel lehnt Mitsprache ab ', Süddeutsche Zeitung, 17 Sept. 2007 . No official sources confirming the press reports on these French-German exchanges appear to be available. 25 Statement by the New Agenda Coalition, delivered by South Africa, to the United Nations First Committee, 6 October 2008. The New Agenda Coalition, established in 1998, consists of Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, South Africa and Sweden. 26 The allies agreed in the 1999 Strategic Concept that 'The supreme guarantee of the security of the Allies is provided by the strategic nuclear forces of the Alliance, particularly those of the United States; the independent nuclear forces of the United Kingdom and France, which have a deterrent role of their own, contribute to the overall deterrence and security of the Allies. 
Alternative to the pursuit of national nuclear forces
The non-proliferation function of NATO's nuclear posture concerns not only the alliance's potential adversaries but also the members of the alliance that are non-nuclear-weapon states. The United States discovered in the mid-1960s that it was imperative to reach agreements with its NATO allies, particularly the Federal Republic of Germany, on nuclear sharing and consultation arrangementsincluding Germany's permanent membership in the NATO NPG founded in 1966-7-in order to be able to conclude the NPT. 28 The NATO arrangements, including US nuclear forces in Europe, have served to assure Germany and other non-nuclear-weapon-state allies that they have no need to seek nuclear weapons of their own.
These allies have, moreover, adhered to the NPT as non-nuclear-weapon states. Duygu Bazoglu Sezer, a prominent Turkish scholar, nonetheless pointed out in 1995 that 'The Turkish commitment to non-nuclear weapons status is coupled with several strong qualifiers.' The caveats associated with US nuclear commitments are perhaps the most significant: the strategic balance between the United States and NATO and the Russian Federation must not be allowed to erode, by the former's unilateral moves to the disadvantage of NATO, until Russia gives sustained evidence that it has devalued the role of nuclear weapons in its overall foreign policy, including its policy toward the near abroad and their neighbors rather than merely in its Western policy … In other words, the extended deterrence of the United States must remain convincing and credible to Turks as well as to de facto and de jure nuclear weapons states and potential proliferators.
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It is noteworthy in this regard that in 2007 US congressional staff sought the views of Turkish political leaders regarding how US extended deterrence commitments might affect their country's reaction to Tehran's possible acquisition of nuclear arms:
In a closed door meeting, staff asked a group of influential Turkish politicians how Turkey would respond to an Iranian acquisition of nuclear weapons. These politicians emphatically responded that Turkey would pursue nuclear weapons as well. These individuals stated, 'Turkey would lose its importance in the region if Iran has nuclear weapons and Turkey does not.' Another politician said it would be 'compulsory' for Turkey to obtain nuclear weapons in such a scenario. However, when staff subsequently asked whether a U.S. nuclear umbrella and robust security commitment would be sufficient to dissuade Turkey from pursuing nuclear weapons, all three individuals agreed that it would. 
Evidence of the genuineness of US commitments
In NATO Europe (in contrast with, for example, Japan), it was generally agreed in leadership circles during the Cold War that a US nuclear weapons presence was one of the requirements for credible extended deterrence. As Alois Mertes, a Christian Democratic Union member of the Bundestag and CDU foreign policy spokesman, put it in 1981, when he argued for the deployment of land-based missiles instead of sea-based weapons, land-based nuclear forces 'exercise a stronger deterrent impact, because they are clearly visible in a country whose protection the deterrent is intended to serve'. According to Mertes, the visibility-to Allied governments, if not to publics-of US nuclear forces in Europe 'demonstrates the indivisibility of the territory covered by the Alliance and of Western security'. Mertes argued that relying on US nuclear forces at sea alone 'could not adequately guarantee the linkage effect in favor of joint security for America and Europe' and would eliminate the 'visibility of American and European risk-sharing'.
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This judgement continues to be shared among many of the European politicians, officials and experts in NATO countries who take an active part in defence and security affairs. The primary rationales for US nuclear forces in Europe include contributing to the robustness of the transatlantic link and enhancing the credibility of US extended deterrence guarantees, in view of the judgement that US nuclear commitments would be substantially less credible if they depended solely on US forces at sea and in North America. US nuclear weapons on European soil, in other words, offer assurance to the allies regarding the seriousness and credibility of US security commitments. In the view of many European (and American) analysts, US nuclear weapons in Europe can be considered 'coupling mechanisms'-that is, key means (among others) to connect US security commitments to US inter continental nuclear forces and thus underscore a tangible 'transatlantic link' for protection in accordance with Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty.
In other words, the traditional arguments for keeping US nuclear forces in Europe remain valid in the judgement of many officials and experts in the alliance. These arguments can be summed up as follows: US nuclear forces based in Europe send a more potent deterrent message about US commitments than reliance solely on US nuclear weapons at sea and in North America. With the US nuclear presence, extensive nuclear risk-and responsibility-sharing, and consultative arrangements for multinational nuclear policy deliberations and implementation, the alliance has greater confidence in its strength and cohesion than it would have without these interrelated attributes-and greater confidence that adversaries will recognize NATO's resolve and capabilities.
Elements of assurance in US extended deterrence in NATO
The elements of assurance in US extended deterrence in NATO appear to include the following factors: confidence in the reliability of the United States; the openness of the United States to allied influence; the US military presence in Europe; the US nuclear weapons presence in Europe as a link to US strategic nuclear forces; allied roles in the nuclear posture; and agreed strategic policy. Each of these elements merits consideration.
Confidence in the reliability of the United States
The confidence of the NATO allies in US reliability has historically been strong, despite significant differences over the Iraq conflict and the US 'war on terror'. Opinion polls have shown that, during the Cold War and subsequently, some West European allies have had more confidence in the reliability of the United States as an ally in collective defence contingencies than they have had in one another.
Most Some East and Central European observers have also perceived a recurrent tendency on the part of some of their West European allies to adopt a superior and condescending 'we know best' attitude. They cite as an example of this tendency French President Jacques Chirac's February 2003 statement that the nations that had signed the Vilnius Group declaration supporting US policy on Iraq were 'infantile' and 'poorly brought up', had 'missed a good chance to shut up', and had placed in danger their prospects of joining the European Union.
32 By contrast, despite the reservations of some West European allies, the United States championed the post-Cold War NATO enlargement process. In parallel to NATO's Membership Action Plan, the United States provided substantial advice and assistance to East and Central European countries to prepare them for alliance membership.
Despite lingering historical grievances in some intra-alliance relationships, the conviction among the NATO allies as to their shared interests, values and purposesa common 'narrative', as it is sometimes called-is the most fundamental factor in alliance cohesion and yet the most difficult to spell out. It encompasses the political foundations of the alliance, including the shared commitment to freedom, democracy, human rights, and the rule of law. It implies that the United States is prepared to uphold the security of its NATO allies for fundamental political reasons in addition to military security considerations. In other words, the political foundations of the alliance contribute to trust in the reliability of the mutual defence pledges of the allies. This factor reinforces confidence in the extended deterrence commitment of the United States.
The openness of the United States to allied influence
A closely related element of assurance concerns Washington's openness to allied influence regarding the use of force, the conduct of diplomacy, and deterrence policy. Owing to their dependence on the United States as a security guarantor, European NATO members have historically been concerned to avoid two risks: (a) that a direct conflict between the United States and another major power might draw the allies into war; and (b) that the United States might seek its own security to the neglect of that of its NATO allies in Europe. To manage (if not resolve) this policy challenge the NATO allies have spent decades developing formal and informal means of influencing US decision-making. NATO's nuclear consultations arrangements have been of central importance in this respect, and the allies have succeeded in influencing US nuclear deterrence policy in NATO in various ways over the decades. Indeed, some NATO allies regarded the Iraq war as an opportunity to demonstrate their reliability to Washington and thereby enhance US appreciation of their standing as security partners. A high-ranking Polish official gave this reason for Poland's involvement in Iraq:
And so, when a US concept arose in 2002-2003 of cooperating with Poland, among other countries, within the framework of the war on terrorism (including the war in Iraq), Polish diplomacy responded affirmatively, perceiving this as an opportunity to bind the United States directly with Poland's security in our region and to obtain assistance in modernizing the Polish Armed Forces.
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Juri Luik, the Estonian ambassador to the United States, offered a similar argument for his country's engagement in Iraq:
Just like in personal friendships, we value more highly the friends who come to help us in difficult times, so have the nations who have supported the USA after the 11 September catastrophe found a significant place in US political memory … Estonian soldiers who fight in Iraq risking their lives ensure US interest in NATO and secure NATO deterrence capability.
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NATO's new members in Eastern and Central Europe are also well represented in the Provincial Reconstruction Teams and other operational units in Afghanistan. One of their motives may be to demonstrate their reliability to the United States, and thus reinforce Washington's sense of moral and political obligation to honour its security commitments in Europe.
The US military presence in Europe
The US military presence in Europe has historically been viewed as an essential proof of Washington's commitment to the security of the NATO allies, signifying the certainty of direct US involvement in meeting any aggression against the alliance. This deterrence role remains pertinent, although the United States has substantially reduced its conventional military force levels in Europe since the early 1990s.
It is noteworthy in this regard that new allies in Eastern and Central Europe have expressed a willingness to host US and NATO facilities. One of the main reasons given by Czech and Polish supporters of the deployment of US missile defence system elements has been to gain the presence of US troops on their soil. Whatever happens with the missile defence plans under the new US administration, these countries remain interested in hosting US or NATO facilities. Radek Sikorski, the Polish foreign minister, declared in November 2008 that, although Poland joined the alliance in 1999, it had so far received only a promise of a NATO conference Hungary's willingness to host NATO's new strategic airlift capability initiative is significant in this respect. The base at Papa will host three C-17 aircraft and over 150 personnel, with the majority scheduled to arrive from the United States in the spring and summer of 2009. The commander of the heavy airlift wing will be a US Air Force officer. Hungary will make a disproportionate contribution to the staffing of the base facilities. It is reasonable to presume that the Hungarian government sees a deterrence benefit in hosting a NATO installation with substantial US military participation.
The US nuclear weapons presence in Europe as a link to US strategic nuclear forces
The remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe-reduced by more than 97 per cent from the high level reached during the Cold War-have been regarded as sufficient for assurance and extended deterrence owing in part to the continuing link to US strategic nuclear forces.
37 According to the 1999 Strategic Concept, one of the important functions of the US nuclear weapons presence in Europe is to provide linkage to the strategic forces that constitute the ultimate deterrent to aggression or coercion. Ever since the Soviet Union launched Sputnik in 1957 and developed the world's first ICBMs, the alliance has been subject to periodic crises of confidence-in essence, European doubts about America's will to defend its allies, given the risk of prompt intercontinental nuclear retaliation from Russia. These doubts have been aggravated whenever Americans have expressed anxieties about US strategic capabilities-as during the 'bomber gap' and 'missile gap' controversies in the late 1950s and early 1960s, and the debates about ICBM vulnerability in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Given this historical pattern, if a new debate emerged in the United States about the adequacy of the US nuclear force posture for national security, allied experts and officials would probably ask questions about the implications for NATOand for Japan and other beneficiaries of US nuclear guarantees. The recent Perry-Schlesinger report suggests that such a debate may be on the horizon. 38 A polarizing internal US debate (perhaps stimulated by the forthcoming Nuclear Posture Review) could lead to public questions about the reliability of US nuclear forces, and this could undermine allied confidence in US extended deterrence. By contrast, US consensus on investment in sustaining and modernizing the nation's nuclear weapons and infrastructure could support allied perceptions of the continued reliability of the US nuclear posture. Indeed, the continued viability of what some Americans call the US nuclear 'enterprise' may be more reassuring to US allies than the overall size and specific characteristics of the nuclear force. For US allies in Europe and elsewhere, short of a grave crisis that would test the resolve and operational capabilities of the United States, the overall health of the US nuclear enterprise and the US nuclear force posture remains significant for extended deterrence.
Allied roles in the nuclear posture
Allied roles in the nuclear posture changed substantially with the removal of US ground-based systems from Europe in 1991-2. The remaining air-delivered nuclear capability nonetheless maintains a high degree of involvement for the allies participating directly in the alliance's nuclear deterrent. Allied roles include hosting US nuclear weapons and dual-capable aircraft at select US airbases in Europe as well as hosting US nuclear weapons at select allied airbases where dual-capable allied aircraft are maintained and operated. Some non-nuclear-weapon-state allies without host or delivery roles can participate in the implementation of the alliance's nuclear policy through non-nuclear air support activities. Such activities help to compensate for the fact that the number of allies with nuclear host and/ or delivery responsibilities is a shrinking proportion of the total, owing to NATO enlargement. Participating directly in NATO's nuclear posture provides select NATO allies with a cadre of nuclear experts and key officials with experience in thinking about nuclear deterrence and the requirements of nuclear crisis management operations. The national representatives in the NPG Staff Group at NATO headquarters in Brussels and the experts in nuclear policy issues in the defence ministries of NATO governments are often active-duty or retired military officers with experience in nuclear planning and operations. The allied roles in NATO's nuclear posture reflect a high degree of mutual trust and confidence. These roles promote alliance cohesion, add to assurance about the genuineness of US commitments, and make consultations more informed and meaningful.
Some European observers point out that the various allied roles in the nuclear posture show that assurance is a 'two-way street'. By shouldering nuclear risks and responsibilities, despite some domestic political opposition, the allies demonstrate to the United States their commitment to the transatlantic link and the NATO nuclear posture and thereby gain influence in allied decision-making with respect to nuclear issues. 39 Partly for this reason, some European experts have expressed serious doubts about the advisability of relying on US nuclear systems at sea or in North America as a substitute for US nuclear forces in Europe. Among other advantages, the presence in Europe of US nuclear weapons enables allies to contribute directly to the nuclear deterrent posture and to demonstrate NATO's capability to undertake crisis management on a collective basis.
Consultations make clear that the allies are not simply contributing to one country's national strategy, but participating in a collective decision-making process. All the allies except France participate in the NPG. 40 Consultations contribute to assurance because allies play an active role in the formation of NATO nuclear deterrence policy and participate in the exchange of sensitive information.
Agreed strategic policy
Throughout the history of the alliance, US nuclear weapons have been seen as supremely important political instruments, and their fundamental purpose has been deterrence and war prevention. Since the late 1960s the key concepts have been crisis management and prompt 'restoration of deterrence' to stop aggression and end a war.
As corollary principles, NATO governments have consistently agreed that Europe must not be made safe for prolonged or large-scale conventional war, and that potential aggressors must be convinced that NATO retains all options -that is, that the alliance has not ruled out retaliating against aggression with nuclear weapons through the adoption of a no-first-use pledge. The 'Allies concerned' (all except France) nonetheless indicated in the 1991 Strategic Concept that 'the circumstances in which any use of nuclear weapons might have to be contemplated by them are … even more remote'. 41 They recast a similar sentence in the 1999 Strategic Concept to assure public opinion that such circumstances had become 'extremely remote' and, as noted previously, that 'NATO's nuclear forces no longer target any country'.
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Assurance and the origins of the current posture
The public evidence on the origins of the current US and NATO nuclear posture in Europe-the 1991 US Presidential Nuclear Initiatives-throws some light on the factors that the NATO allies have regarded as essential for assurance. In his 40 Iceland has reportedly chosen not to participate in some NPG discussions, or has decided simply to send an observer. France has never participated in NPG deliberations. 44 In October 1991, about three weeks after the Presidential Nuclear Initiatives, the NPG confirmed that the initiatives would mean the elimination of all ground-launched systems and the radical reduction of air-deliverable weapons for the US and alliance nuclear posture in Europe. 45 Rob de Wijk, an official in the Netherlands Defence Ministry during the period in question, has offered the following account of thinking in the alliance concerning nuclear options at that time:
Now that the threat had become more diffuse, more flexibility with regard to nuclear options was needed in order to deter potential aggressors. This meant that the number of nuclear options considered necessary, combined with factors such as the vulnerability of nuclear systems and the political necessity of participation in the key tasks by as many of the allies as possible, would determine the size of the arsenal.
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The published evidence suggests that air-delivered weapons were retained, albeit in significantly reduced numbers, because the allies, including the United States, saw them as most consistent with the NPG criteria of 'longer ranges', 'greater flexibility' and 'widespread Alliance participation'. In other words, the air-delivered weapons could provide assurance as well as deterrence. Specific numerical levels have been less important than preserving a force posture that supports the principles articulated in the 1991 and 1999 Strategic Concepts-that is, European basing to support the transatlantic link, widespread participation, survivability and flexibility-in conjunction with the other elements of assurance, including consultations.
A distinctive aspect of the current nuclear-sharing arrangements is that certain political leaders in allied nations in western Europe with long standing host and delivery responsibilities appear to place less emphasis on the imperative of maintaining NATO's established nuclear deterrence posture, including US nuclear weapons in Europe, than political leaders in some of the new allied nations in East and Central Europe. The new allies are, however, politically barred from hosting allied nuclear weapons by the 'three no's' commitment of the alliance, first articulated in 1996, and repeated in the 1997 NATO-Russia Founding Act: 'The member States of NATO reiterate that they have no intention, no plan and no reason to deploy nuclear weapons on the territory of new members, nor any need to change 43 George H. W. Bush, 'Address to the nation on reducing United States and Soviet nuclear weapons ', 27 Sept. 1991 , in Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents 27: 39, 30 Sept. 1991 , pp. 1349 NATO NPG, final communiqué, 19-20 April 1989, para. 6; NATO NPG, final communiqué, 9-10 May 1990, paras 5 and 6; Defense Planning Committee and NATO NPG, final communiqué, 28-9 May 1991, para. 13. 45 NATO NPG, final communiqué, 17-18 Oct. 1991 
Contrasting approaches to assurance and extended deterrence
It has never been easy to assure allies of the reliability and credibility of extended deterrence commitments. As two Lithuanian experts recently observed, security guarantees from third nations always suffer from credibility problems. History provides many examples when extended deterrence fails (e.g. British and French security guarantees did not deter Germany from attacking Poland in 1939). Extended nuclear deterrence is even more difficult to implement. For the United States, the United Kingdom or France to prove to other nations that they are ready to risk nuclear holocaust for the sake of the Baltic states is extremely difficult.
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Since the end of the Cold War there have been discussions behind the scenes both among the allies and within allied governments about the continuing purposes of US nuclear weapons in Europe, and the optimal way to fulfil these purposes. As has often been the case, the discussion within the United States has been more visible than that within most other allied nations. The US deliberations have featured those taking a 'target coverage perspective' versus those favouring a 'political and strategic functions perspective'. Those taking the 'target coverage perspective' point out that the United States could use delivery means other than dual-capable aircraft deployed in Europe-such as sea-launched ballistic or cruise missiles, ICBMs or strategic bombers-to strike targets with nuclear weapons, and argue that some of these alternative strike assets would offer comparable or greater operational reliability and present fewer political complications. Moreover, proponents of this perspective argue, the current dual-capable aircraft arrangements in Europe incur 'opportunity costs', in that maintaining and modernizing nuclearcertified aircraft, weapons storage sites, and associated facilities involve continuing expenses. Finally, adherents of this perspective hold that maintaining weapons at multiple facilities raises safety and security issues that would not arise if the weapons were centrally stored in the United States.
Supporters of the 'political and strategic functions perspective' note that the US nuclear weapons in Europe, and the US and allied dual-capable aircraft, provide assurance to the NATO allies as to the existential nature of the US commitment. The weapons and aircraft make it possible for the United States and its NATO allies to constitute and maintain an alliance deterrent. Through these arrangements the allies demonstrate their solidarity and share risks and responsibilities, and they maintain capabilities for forward basing and political signalling (including a message of alliance cohesion) that might well be useful in crisis management. From this perspective, the United States and its NATO allies can maintain assurance and US extended deterrence far more effectively by sustaining the longstanding arrangements than by experimenting with an entirely US-based and operated nuclear deterrent posture. Proponents of the 'political and strategic functions perspective' maintain that safety and security concerns are groundless, in view of the measures taken over the past decades to meet US and NATO security standards; and they note that the number of storage sites is much smaller than it was during the Cold War. In December 2008 the Secretary of Defense Task Force on nuclear weapons management in the Department of Defense publicly discussed the division between these two perspectives with exceptional clarity, and criticized the 'target coverage' approach adopted by some high-ranking US military officers, notably at the US European Command (USEUCOM):
The Task Force found at NATO Headquarters in Brussels some concern among NATO allies about the credibility of the US extended nuclear deterrent. The allies believe in the US nuclear deterrent as a pillar of the alliance. Some allies have been troubled to learn that during the last decade some senior US military leaders have advocated for the unilateral removal of US nuclear weapons from Europe … Much of the deterrent value of NATO's DCA [dual-capable aircraft] deployment is derived from their in-theater presence, demonstrating and maintaining the capability to employ them … USEUCOM argues that an 'over the horizon' strategic capability is just as credible. It believes there is no military downside to the unilateral withdrawal of nuclear weapons from Europe. This attitude fails to comprehend-and therefore undermines-the political value our friends and allies place on these weapons, the political costs of withdrawal, and the psychological impact of their visible presence as well as the security linkages they provide … DCA fighters and nuclear weapons are visible, capable, recallable, reusable, and flexible and are a military statement of NATO and US political will. These NATO forces provide a number of advantages to the alliance that go far beyond USEUCOM's narrow perception of their military utility.
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US Secretary of Defense Robert Gates said in October 2008, with regard to the US extended nuclear deterrence posture in NATO, including the roles of allies, 'my impression is that all of our allies in Europe are very comfortable with the arrangements that we have today '. 50 The debate in Germany on the future of assurance and extended deterrence has focused on areas distinct from those accorded highest priority in the United States, with substantial concentration on promoting nuclear disarmament and sustaining influence on US and alliance policy. All governments of the Federal Republic of Germany have supported NATO's nuclear deterrent posture since 1955, when the country joined NATO. The alliance's deterrent posture has long included the presence of US nuclear weapons on German soil, as well as German participation in risk-and responsibility-sharing through dual-capable aircraft. Even the 'red- Since November 2005 Germany's coalition government has been headed by Angela Merkel, the CDU/CSU leader serving as Chancellor, with Frank-Walter Steinmeier of the SPD as foreign minister. While the CDU/CSU-SPD government has continued Germany's longstanding policy regarding participation in the alliance's nuclear deterrence posture, notably in the 2006 defence white paper, only CDU/CSU members of the Bundestag have been willing to uphold the policy publicly in recent statements.
For example, in the June 2008 debate in the Bundestag on NATO's nuclear posture the CDU/CSU speakers held that the storage sites for US nuclear weapons in Europe are secure, and argued that the removal of the US nuclear weapons deployed in Germany would weaken the transatlantic link, diminish Germany's influence in NATO decision-making, place nuclear-sharing and NATO strategy into question, and undermine the security of Germany and the alliance as a whole. Politicians from other parties-including the CDU/CSU's coalition partner, the SPD-called for the removal of US nuclear weapons from Germany and Europe. 52 The arguments employed by the speakers calling for the removal of US nuclear weapons included the contention that removing the weapons would promote nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation, and the fact that NATO NPG consultations are open to all allies that choose to participate, including those without nuclear host and delivery responsibilities. 53 The Bundestag debate of April 2009 on nuclear disarmament issues was conditioned to a large extent by election year dynamics, but the CDU/CSU members maintained their essential positions on NATO nuclear deterrence policy. 54 Indeed, in the end the government coalition (CDU/CSU-SPD) sustained the policy defined in the 2006 defence white paper, owing to the requirements of coalition discipline.
In April 2009 Steinmeier added his voice to those calling for the removal of US nuclear weapons from Germany. 55 Steinmeier argued that the weapons are 'militarily obsolete' and that their removal would be a contribution to nuclear disarmament. 56 In contrast, the Chancellor appears to judge that Germany would have less influence in the alliance's nuclear decision-making if it were no longer bearing the risks and responsibilities of a nation contributing delivery aircraft, personnel and bases. The impression that weight in decision-making is a function of the magnitude of the contribution applies throughout the alliance-in conventional 51 In 1998, Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer proposed that the alliance consider adopting a no-first-use policy, but this proposal failed to gain much support in the alliance. 52 The parties other than the SPD include the Free Democrats (FDP), the Alliance 90/Greens, and Die Linke (The Left), the latter formed in 2007 by a merger of the Party of Democratic Socialism and other leftist movements. 53 Deutscher Bundestag, Stenografischer Bericht, Plenarprotokoll 16/171, 25 June 2008, pp. 18124-38. 54 Deutscher Bundestag, Stenografischer Bericht, Plenarprotokoll 16/218, 24 April 2009, pp. 23753-23766. 55 NATO has already reduced its nuclear potential by around 95 per cent compared to the year 1989 and reduced the readiness of nuclear weapons. At the same time, however, we have observed that the number of nuclear actors and nuclear arsenals has increased, as have the risks of nuclear proliferation globally. Therefore, this is one of the major security risks which we must confront in a decided and determined manner. This is one of the tasks whose management is in Germany's fundamental interests. For this reason the federal government fixed alliance nuclear burden sharing as one of the anchors of the White Paper, because we know that this assures us influence in the alliance, even in this extremely sensitive area.
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Merkel and Steinmeier made their statements in a political context shaped by anticipation of the Bundestag elections scheduled for September 2009. 58 Discussions relating to national responsibilities in NATO nuclear deterrence policy have been more public in Germany than in other European NATO DCA states.
Conclusion: challenges in pursuit of alliance consensus
In their Declaration on Alliance Security at the April 2009 Strasbourg/Kehl summit, the NATO allies noted that 'Article 5 of the Washington Treaty and collective defence, based on the indivisibility of Allied security, are, and will remain, the cornerstone of our Alliance. Deterrence, based on an appropriate mix of nuclear and conventional capabilities, remains a core element of our overall strategy.'
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In the tradition of many alliance policy statements, this declaration avoided divisive specifics. All allies could endorse a vague call for 'an appropriate mix of nuclear and conventional capabilities'. This formula said nothing about how allies would bear nuclear risks and responsibilities or how they would configure capabilities to ensure 'the indivisibility of Allied security' for collective defence and deterrence. As in the past, the allies will probably seek compromises to deal with sensitive and complex topics, including the future of NATO's nuclear posture and the US extended deterrence commitment. Three factors may make reaching consensus on this subject during the Strategic Concept review particularly challenging: the arms control context; divisions in both public and expert opinion in NATO nations; and concerns about the possible consequences of a rupture with established arrangements for the sharing of nuclear risks and responsibilities.
Arms control
With the upcoming NPT review conference in 2010, the NATO allies will face the challenge of satisfying competing imperatives: showing political commitment to nuclear disarmament and maintaining nuclear deterrence capabilities. The allies will wish to reconcile their interest in pursuing visible and substantive measures in the domain of arms control, non-proliferation and disarmament with their determination to maintain and adapt the alliance's arrangements for extended deterrence.
60 At the April 2008 Bucharest summit the allies agreed on the following statement: 'We reaffirm that arms control, disarmament and non-proliferation will continue to make an important contribution to peace, security, and stability and, in this regard, to preventing the spread and use of Weapons of Mass Destruction and their means of delivery. We took note of the report prepared for us on raising NATO's profile in this field.' 61 The NATO allies made a similar statement at the April 2009 Strasbourg/Kehl summit, and noted: 'The Allies continue to seek to enhance security and stability at the lowest possible level of forces consistent with the alliance's ability to provide for collective defence and to fulfil the full range of its missions.' 62 Moreover, in the April 2009 Declaration on Alliance Security, the allies stated, 'NATO will continue to play its part in reinforcing arms control and promoting nuclear and conventional disarmament in accordance with the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, as well as non-proliferation efforts'.
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The report 'on raising NATO's profile' in the field of 'arms control, disarmament and non-proliferation' is known within the alliance as the German-Norwegian initiative. 64 The references to the objective of 'raising NATO's profile' in both the April 2008 and April 2009 summit declarations demonstrate that it has gained acceptance throughout the alliance, despite the initial reservations of some allies and the fact that NATO, per se, is not a party to any arms control treaty. The allies 60 While the alliance's nuclear-sharing arrangements involving US nuclear weapons in Europe have attracted some criticism in NPT discussions, this issue seems less crucial to allied observers than reconciling extended deterrence with arms control and disarmament priorities. 61 Whether the allies and like-minded international security partners will be able to achieve significant results in nuclear non-proliferation is unclear. The risk of the emergence of new nuclear weapons powers (such as Iran and North Korea), despite the arms control and non-proliferation efforts of the NATO allies and their partners in international security, constitutes an argument for adapting policy rationales to changing circumstances and maintaining the alliance's deterrence posture, including US nuclear weapons in Europe, up to date and in good order. This argument for a reliable deterrence posture does not exclude further reductions in US and Russian strategic nuclear arsenals. Moreover, many NATO European expert observers hold, this argument would not exclude additional reductions in US nuclear weapons in Europe, but they would foresee such reductions rather late in the overall nuclear arms control process. However, some European observers argue for the withdrawal of US nuclear weapons from Europe as a contribution to nuclear disarmament. Others favour using US nuclear weapons as a 'bargaining chip' in possible US-Russian negotiations with a view to reducing or eliminating Russian non-strategic nuclear weapons and/or gaining greater transparency about Moscow's arsenal. Substantial differences persist in NATO Europe regarding how the alliance's nuclear deterrence posture could and should be affected by arms control, non-proliferation, and disarmament measures.
Divisions in public and expert opinion
The Strasbourg/Kehl summit objective of 'achieving a higher level of public awareness of NATO's contribution' in the field of 'arms control, disarmament and non-proliferation' underscores the interest of the allies in satisfying the public's yearning for progress in this domain. This is not, however, the sole imperative in the alliance's policy-making concerning assurance and extended deterrence. As the US and German examples show, policy-makers and experts within specific countries are divided as to the requirements of extended deterrence.
Moreover, there is no threat perception justifying nuclear deterrence in some quarters in NATO Europe. Broadly speaking, at the mass public level in some countries of Western Europe, Russia seems no longer to be regarded as a threat justifying the retention of the alliance's nuclear deterrence arrangements. In contrast, public opinion in Eastern and Central Europe remains concerned about a potential threat from Russia. As Maria Mälksoo, an Estonian analyst, recently wrote, 'NATO's general, system-wide deterrence effect could be sustained by the continuing presence of the United States' nuclear forces in Europe'. 67 Threat perceptions in the alliance diverge and are subject to flux, but the two countries most often listed in recent years by NATO experts as widely agreed justifications for maintaining the alliance's nuclear deterrence posture have been Russia and Iran. 68 Many allied experts and officials continue to hold that the US nuclear deterrence commitment-made manifest by US nuclear weapons in Europe-constitutes the collective defence core of the alliance. 69 From their perspective, the US nuclear weapons presence in Europe bolsters the credibility of extended deterrence, provides assurance to allies as to the genuineness of US commitments, and makes for fairer sharing of risks and responsibilities. In their view, the relevance of the US weapons in Europe in crisis management contingencies cannot be excluded, and it is prudent to retain the options inherent in this capability. Many European experts and officials also consider this posture essential for war prevention and political stability in the alliance's relations with Russia. They therefore wish to preserve as much continuity as possible in the alliance's nuclear deterrence posture in Europe. However, the European allies, including the new allies in Eastern and Central Europe, would generally prefer to avoid a public debate on NATO's nuclear deterrence posture. There is a general reluctance to bring divisions to the surface in such a sensitive domain.
Possible consequences of a rupture with established arrangements
Given the views of policy-makers and experts in NATO countries, notably in Turkey and in some of the new allies in East and Central Europe, some observers are concerned that it could be deeply damaging to US credibility, disruptive of alliance cohesion and potentially destabilizing to European security to withdraw the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe. Withdrawing the weapons could be perceived as a signal of US disengagement and as evidence of a diminished US commitment to the security of NATO Europe.
Such a withdrawal would be inconsistent with the objective of assuring US allies, and not only in Europe. posture in Europe and US security partners and interests elsewhere. Australian and Japanese officials and experts are, for example, monitoring US decisions about extended deterrence globally; and they see US decisions about NATO's nuclear posture and policy as emblematic of the US extended deterrence commitment to their own security. A loss of confidence in the reliability of the protection provided by US extended deterrence could lead some US allies and security partners to consider seeking their own national nuclear forces or to invest more in potential hedging measures such as air and missile defences and/or enrichment and reprocessing capabilities. The United States has been engaged in nuclear force cooperation with its allies in Europe since the 1950s, and this half-century of history has a certain political weight. If the United States unilaterally withdrew its remaining nuclear forces, the European allies would recognize that something fundamental had changed in their relationship with Washington. If the withdrawal was undertaken at the behest of the Europeans, US political leaders could for their part come to question the commitment of the European allies to bear their share of the risks and responsibilities associated with the alliance's nuclear deterrence posture. Withdrawal of the remaining US weapons could lead to an erosion of confidence on both sides. Some allied observers are concerned that depending on offshore and distant US central strategic systems to protect the European allies would not have the same political significance as continued allied involvement in risk-and responsibility-sharing.
NATO's nuclear burden-sharing arrangements help to maintain a common security culture within the alliance and to prevent a division between the allies that possess nuclear arms and those that do not. The involvement of non-nuclearweapon states in nuclear-sharing arrangements creates a quality of engagement and solidarity distinct from that which would be feasible without that involvement. The political dynamics of the alliance might well change without US nuclear weapons in Europe-and not for the better, in the view of some allied observers. Over time the non-nuclear-weapon-state allies would almost certainly have less expertise regarding nuclear issues and less influence over (and less insight into) US policy-making. 70 Some allied observers fear that with no US nuclear weapons in Europe, the United States might be less likely to engage in consultations with allies in defining doctrine and in making operational decisions.
In short, some allied observers are concerned that giving up the shared nuclear response capability could weaken the bonds that tie the NATO allies together as a security community. Because the US extended deterrent provides NATO with a capability that is jointly owned and operated, there is a high level of cohesion based on shared risks and responsibilities, particularly among the NATO DCA 70 Some analysts have suggested that the assignment of allied officers to US commands, such as the US Strategic Command in Nebraska, might compensate to some extent for the termination of long-standing risk-and responsibility-sharing arrangements based on US nuclear weapons in Europe. Such personnel assignments would, however, clearly fall short of the quality of engagement and experience furnished by allies maintaining national delivery systems and operational responsibilities. Moreover, whether the US authorities would welcome assignments of personnel from allied nations unwilling to accept host and/or delivery responsibilities is unclear and untested. states. Moreover, some allied observers maintain, some current non-nuclearweapon-state NATO allies cannot be protected from aggression or coercion without nuclear deterrence capabilities. If the allies gave up the current nuclearsharing arrangements and relied solely on the strategic nuclear forces of France, the United Kingdom and the United States, the alliance's nuclear deterrent posture could be seen as less credible by the non-nuclear-weapon-state allies, if not by potential adversaries. A security gap dividing the nuclear-weapon-state allies from non-nuclear-weapon-state allies could emerge in the perceptions of the latter group of countries. Indeed, if the British and French forces were reduced further, the political gap between the United States and most of its NATO allies in nuclear risk-and responsibility-sharing could be widened. Moreover, the withdrawal of the US nuclear weapons remaining in Europe could be seen as a break with the historic transatlantic bargain whereby the United States plays a leading role in return for providing a security guarantee. It could contribute to launching a debate on the credibility of the US commitment to the collective defence pledge in Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty at a time when the meaning of collective defence is being reconsidered, owing in part to the emergence of new challenges such as cyberwarfare. Some European allied observers hold that the complete withdrawal of US nuclear weapons from Europe would be interpreted, at least in some quarters of the alliance, as an ipso facto weakening of the credibility of the US extended deterrent. The implications for assurance of the NATO European allies could therefore be profound.
The consequences of the withdrawal of the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe would include the loss of the crisis management options provided by an alliance deterrent posture involving aircraft from multiple allies. This arrangement makes possible the transmission to adversaries of a political signal-one of a united and resolute alliance-distinct from a US (or British or French) national action. It is difficult to imagine an alternative to the current arrangements for nuclear risk-and responsibility-sharing that would provide equivalent benefits for alliance cohesion as well as assurance and extended deterrence, but the examination of other approaches may well be an issue in the alliance's Strategic Concept review. In this review assurance and extended deterrence will be considered in a dynamic context involving other NATO policy challenges-including missile defence, relations with Russia, the meaning of collective defence in light of new risks, force transformation (including aircraft modernization), arms control and disarmament, and current operations, notably in Afghanistan. The tradeoffs that may be made remain to be seen.
